2014+ Honda 420 - 500 Rad Kit (Most models)
1. Remove front rack and center hood plastics

2. Remove all plastic shrouds around Radiator
3. Remove Radiator cap & lower rad hose connected to the radiator (not the engine
connection) and drain coolant into appropriate container
4. Remove upper radiator hose at the rad (not at the engine connection) and catch
remaining coolant
5. Unplug the fan & remove any bolts holding the radiator in place, the radiator should
come out through the center of the front plastics where the center hood was removed in
step #1
6. Separate the fan assembly from the radiator and clean both very well. I suggest a garden
hose with a standard garden nozzle to rinse out the radiator fins from both sides until it is
perfectly clear in EVERY fin opening, DO NOT USE APRESSURE WASHER!!!

7. Cut the fan plug off at either end, leaving enough wire to splice in the supplied extension
wires, use the heat shrinkable butt connectors provided for a good waterproof connection.

8. Cut the fan assembly bracket as pictured so it will fit inside the new Radiator Bracket.

9. Bolt rad kit sides to the radiator first as pictured using the 1-3/4” long Carriage Bolts,
washers and nylock nuts and 4 of the 1” square aluminum spacers

10. Bolt sides with the radiator installed to the rad kit face plate (insert Optional steel
screen at this step between the sides and the face plate) using the 4 supplied ¾” long
Carriage Bolts, washers and nylock nuts

11. Mount the fully assembled kit (with radiator installed) to the front rack as pictured using
the ¾” U=Bolts, washers and nylock nuts.

12. Put a 90° hose barb into the end of the factory lower radiator hose as pictured and
attach the full length of provided heater hose, use hose clamps for both connections at this
joint.
NOTE: IT IS EASIER TO INSTALL THESE HOSE PARBS IF YOU SPRAY THEM WITH WD-40 OR
SIMILAR SPRAY

13. Put a 90° hose barb into the end of the factory upper radiator hose as pictured and hose
clamp this hose barb.

14. Set but do not fasten the center cover plastics back onto the ATV, leave the small
removable panel off for hose access, or DRILL holes for the heater hose. Now set the front
rack back onto the front of the ATV with radiator and rad kit attached BUT DO NOT BOLT IT
BACK ONTO MACHINE JUST YET. Now pull the provided heater hose (previously connected
to the factory lower hose in step # 12) up through the center hole. Pull it to the lower
radiator orifice and cut the hose to the proper length to make this connection BUT DO NOT
CONNECT IT YET.
15. Take the front rack and rad kit and the center plastic panel back off of the ATV
16. Attach the remaining provided heater hose to the factory upper heater hose at the new
90° hose barb

17. Put the center cover plastics back onto the ATV and fasten into place, leave the small
removable panel off for hose access, or DRILL holes for the heater hose.
18. Set front rack back onto the ATV BUT ONLY PUT THE 2 LONG BOLTS AT THE VERY FRONT
OF THE RACK BACK IN PLACE AT THIS TIME!!!
19. Use the 2 supplied 6mm bolts to secure the long supplied odd tomahawk looking parts
at the front as pictured.
NOTE: Make sure the end of this new part is slipped between the factory plastic and the
steel support so its in the middle like a sandwich.

20. Using the factory 8mm bolts that secured the front rack UNDER the front plastics, bolt
the other end of the odd tomahawk looking parts as pictured.

21. Once the 2 new supplied odd tomahawk parts are installed and the front rack is fully
bolted back on, use the 1” long carriage bolts to bolt the LEFT SIDE factory shrouds back in
place, trimming will be required as pictured.

22. Repeat these steps for the right hand side shroud but also bolt the factory electrical box
in place as pictured.

23. Plug the extended fan wire back together
24. Connect both the upper and lower rad hoses at the radiator, don’t mix them up!!!
25. Attach the plastic overflow bottle with ¾” carriage bolts, washers and nuts as pictured
and connect the overflow line back to the Radiator fill neck

26. Put proper coolant into the overflow bottle and fill the radiator until its FULL
27. Start the ATV and watch the coolant level though the fill neck, you need to try and
“BURP” out any air pockets from the system, as the air comes out the coolant level will go
down, continue to top it up full. Once it fully burped, BOTH coolant hoses will be getting
hot, and you should notice the coolant looks like it is “flowing” at the fill neck.
28. Put fill cap back on machine and run the engine at idle, occasionally revving up the
engine to be sure it heats up enough to cycle the coolant and the fan, turn it off and let it
cool down enough to check your coolant levels. Good practice is to bring some extra coolant
on your first ride just in case it pukes out any more air that may have been stuck in the
system somewhere.

